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Ref: OPLF078  Detached Villa, Villamartin 350,000€

223m² 100m² 3 2

Imagine moving to Spain or coming on holiday to enjoy the sun and the good weather of the Mediterranean and having a spacious
villa like our Nautic C, an ideal property investment.This 101 m² villa is built on a plot of at least 218 m², has a 30 m² and a 12 m²
terraces with a 3&times;6 m pool, a 33 m² solarium, 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and premium qualities in all finishes.The plot is fenced
around the perimeter with a cream-coloured facing wall. It has a pedestrian and vehicle access gate. The area of the plot is divided
between the parking area finished with grey concrete paving stones, a lawn area and a paved area with the same porcelain floor as
the interior one.On the one hand, the exterior carpentry of the villa is made up of aluminium windows, sliding and hinged in the colour
INOX, motorised aluminium blinds on all the windows, and glazing made with a low emission glass.On the other hand, the interior
carpentry has a high security armoured entrance door. Both the interior doors and the wardrobes are lacquered in white, with the
former having a magnetic lock and the latter a braking system.In the kitchen we find furniture finished in glossy white with push
opening and quartz w...

Important Notice: These details have been produced in good faith and are believed to be accurate based upon the information supplied but they are not intended to form part of a contract. You are strongly advised to

check the availability of the property before travelling any distance to view. Any intending purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these

particulars.


